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O

ur American culture loves the symbol explore.taste.celebrate.
of
the beach – the fun, the sun and the party-

atmosphere of lazy days spending time with friends
under a hot sun. There are surfers, sunbathers, teeny
bikinis and tropical drinks, all part of the mystique
of the beach in the summer. The Lowcountry takes
part in this every season, when beaches like Folly or
the Isle of Palms fill with people who are looking for
an excuse to play hooky from their daily lives.
But a winter beach is different.

Botany Bay Island, Edisto
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“You’ll see starfish, shells
and other things that
weren’t there ... The ocean
gets darker and the waves
stronger too, and that
brings out some surfers.”
– Cynthia Wilson, park manager for
the Isle of Palms County Park

Folly Beach

It’s for locals, people who live here
and who love the summer fun but
sigh with relief when the beaches are
returned to them each autumn. A
winter beach is about reflection, rejuvenation and solace. It’s about being quiet, listening to the waves, the
shore birds, the peaceful nothingness
of being the only pair of footprints
since the last high tide.
“In the winter, the color palette
changes to a more muted palette. It
is a little bit cooler-toned light,” says
photographer Scott Henderson, who
lives on James Island and spends a lot
of time photographing area beaches.
Things are more natural because
they’re less touched, he says – not
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so many spots of bright colors from
beach towels and umbrellas.
On the other hand, although the
colors are more muted, they are more
crisp. The humidity doesn’t clog the
air of a winter beach; so many times,
you can see a farther distance, perfect
for views of where land meets water
and water meets sky. The crispness
of the air makes walks pleasurable
and fills it with energy. It is not the
leisurely stroll of late summer, basking in the golden hours of the later
afternoon; the cool air often keeps
the pace brisk.
“If it is still, I notice the different kinds of birds and the
calls they make,” says Dr. Rich-

Botany Bay Island, Edisto

ard Beck, resident of Folly Beach
since 1975. “It seems as if the birds
celebrate the sunset with a flurry
of activity, like the sunset celebration nightly at Key West.”
A walk on a winter beach will
reveal other activity as well.
“You’ll see starfish, shells and
other things that weren’t there, and
you’ll see dolphins. The ocean gets
darker and the waves stronger too,
and that brings out some surfers,”
says Cynthia Wilson, park manager
for the Isle of Palms County Park.
“And it’s surprising to see some
Northerners out there swimming, but
I see it every year.”
Swimming is definitely “invigo-

Folly Beach

rating” this time of year, but it is the
currents more than the temperature
that worries Wilson. She has to watch
out for swimmers getting swept out or
perhaps stuck in the swirling waters
under the pier.
“We’ve had to rescue people before,” she says.
But words of caution aside, Wilson
loves to walk the beach in the winter,
listening to the sound of the waves.
She has been the park manager at the
Isle of Palms County Park for nine
years, and she says that each season
brings something special.
“The beach is totally different this
time of year, and it is a place for me
to get away from things. But then, it’s
time to start planning for the summer
– hiring staff, purchasing equipment

and recruiting,” she explains.
The reduced numbers of beachgoers gives animals who live in the
beach ecosystem a “break” as well.
Beck believes that the animals behave
differently because not as many people are around, and the experience of
being out among them can feel very
elemental. Instead of claiming a spot
with a towel and a cooler, the winter
beach is about seeing your place – and
realizing how small of a space that
can be – in the greater environment
of the beach and the estuaries that
feed into it.
“I was out in a boat with a friend
a while back, and we saw bottlenosed
dolphins herding mullet up the beach.
It’s amazing to see because they will
herd them up there and come out
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of the water to get them. It’s a very
unusual behavior for them, and supposedly only occurs between Beaufort and Charleston,” Beck says. “It’s
amazing to see how much biological
activity is out there, and it still fills
me with awe to be out there on a
cool evening.”
On crisp bright days, the ocean
sparkles against the clear blue of the
sky, with promises of warmer days
when shorts become the uniform.
The clouds are high wisps that pro-

Folly Beach

vide no shade for the fishermen on
the pier, which is good because they
often need that sun to warm up, especially when the biting is slow.
Gray days of winter storms blur
the edges of things from horizon to
shore, and the beach turns into a
stark place that is too concerned with
itself to welcome people. On these
days, the beach seems wild with
waves, wind and rain. Walking onto
the sand, the senses are assaulted
with sounds and the feel of the rain
being pushed against your skin by the
wind. Then there is the smell, sharp
and cold, of rain and salt mixing together at the surface of the water.
But more regularly will be a day in
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Folly Beach

Wild Dunes

Kiawah

between, full of Lowcountry winter
clouds, where the only people you’ll
see will be joggers on the beach or
oyster catchers in groups of four or
five, dreaming of dinner for themselves and some friends. It is quiet,
calm, almost waiting, and it stretches
out flat in front of you urging you to
walk on around that bend.
“In the winter, you see more often
how the wind and tides sculpt the
sand,” Beck says. “There is more of a
primordial feel, as if it could be 3,000
years ago – like you’re the first person
to see it.”
That is what the beach in winter
hands us like a gift – the chance to
see it new again, the chance to see
ourselves again, to pause against
nature and take stock of things during
a simple walk on a stretch of sand. As
salt air fills our lungs, we are ready to
begin again.

Instead of claiming a spot with a towel
and a cooler, the winter beach is about
seeing your place – and realizing how small
of a space that can be – in the greater
environment of the beach and the
estuaries that feed into it.
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